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I'm Sick of COVID (pun intended)
Seriously, I’m sick of talking about it, hearing about it, reading about it,
being tested for it (5 times this year already) and sick of having it (December
2020 for me). I’m sure you are too. And, I’m sick of writing about it…so I’m
not going to!

I want to talk about what comes next and what I see as a lasting impact of
the past two years — whether this impact is good or bad remains to be seen.

But things have certainly changed in how nonprofit organizations (and most other organizations)
work as a result of “C” (I refuse to even use the word).

Remote working was put on steroids, and we all learned a thing or two. Some of us realized that
having our staff tethered to an office was probably inefficient, and to some degree unproductive.
The result is that some of us old dudes (me included) who were hesitant about people’s work ethic
when out of our sight, have learned that many people are actually more effective and efficient
when they don’t have to come to the office. They are spared the commute (my commute to my
basement office is about 15 seconds now). They don’t spend a lot of water cooler time catching up
on everyone’s’ weekend. Lunch break is grabbing something from the fridge or Grubhub. And
there’s no worry about what I-285 will be like after 5pm. Alternative hour fans can do just that
with 9-5 results. One employee, who is pretty much useless before noon, is a rock star between
about 7pm and 1am.

Most who have embraced this new way of working now see that location and work hours can be
flexible with really great results. This can be especially true for organizations that are not in a
location with a large workforce to draw talent from, for instance colleges and universities.
Attracting a major gift officer to live in a remote or rural location, a couple of hours from the
nearest airport, has always been a challenge. But, with some real conscious effort to make sure
those gifts officers are on-site enough to be plugged into the energy, activity and culture, there is
no reason that some staff can’t work from anywhere. That expands the talent pool you can draw
from massively.

A remote workforce is not without challenges, of course. Leaders with remote workers must be very
deliberate and intentional about how they create and infuse the desired culture into a workforce
that does not come together every day. Likewise, resources must be committed to help build
relationships between coworkers. While they may have led to inefficiencies in some ways, those
water cooler conversations in the hallway, break room, or standing in someone’s doorway, went a
long way to establish a sense of “we” that is hard to do on a Zoom call. Leaders need to plan (and
spend) to bring remote coworkers physically together on a regular basis so that these relationships,
that support trust, co-reliance, and teamwork, can foster and flourish.

This phenomenon extends beyond just our staff. Remote Board and committee meetings seem to
draw better attendance, but are they as effective? Will they continue to draw attendance when the
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novelty wears off? Are we losing some of the sense of team in our boards that we lose with
employees? All good questions that only time will answer.

These are things we have been thinking about, both as they impact our Firm, how we work, and
how they impact our clients. Will we, a few years down the road when the “C” word is a distant
memory, see this pendulum swing back to full offices and the traditional 9-5? I suspect the answer
is yes and no. I suspect there will be a return to a more normal style of work. But we should all
harvest the good aspects of remote work and use them to our advantage going forward…even when
we aren’t forced to.

Our Team

Personal Connections Drive Donors

Three recent reports from the Indiana University
Lilly Family School of Philanthropy at IUPUI show
that fundraisers benefit from making personal
connections with, demonstrating impact to, and
cultivating empathic responses from donors without
inducing feelings of guilt or distress. One report
suggests that meaningful donor connections with
nonprofit organizations is a pivotal factor in
determining giving patterns and that individuals are
more likely to give to organizations to which they
have a prior relationship or familiarity. A second
reveals that in comparison to an email-based
fundraising message or a three-sentence narrative
description of a nonprofit's work, a video
fundraising message generated a 43% increase in
the connection rate among its viewers. And a third
report indicates that a nonprofit’s mission was the
top factor influencing donors to sign up for
subscription giving and that personal relationships
with staff at nonprofits also matter greatly in
shaping the decision to become a subscription
donor. 1-30
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Giving Up...Donors Down

A survey conducted by Gallup in December 2021
found that 81% of respondents had donated money in
the past year, up from 73% in April 2020 and nearly
back to the 83% seen in 2017 and 2013. The giving
rate among respondents with household incomes of at
least $100,000 returned to the pre-pandemic level of
92%, after dipping to 87% in 2020 Read more here.
PND, 1-12
 

A report from the Fundraising Effectiveness Project
of the Association of Fundraising Professionals
found that fundraising through the first three quarters
of 2021 kept up with 2020 levels. Donations to
nonprofits that raise between $5,000 and $25 million
annually, increased 1.4%. However, the number of
donors continued to decline, falling 1.7%. Read more
here. NPT, 1-3
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Welcome New* & Continuing Client Partners

 *

For more than 35 years, Alexander Haas has been a fixture in the nonprofit community. We are honored to have
worked with leading museums and cultural organizations across the country that help communities be a better
place to live.

Our Museum Clients
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Face It: Museums are Different
Our services aren’t cookie cutter. We don’t operate with a boilerplate, merely changing names and locations. We
craft each and every service we provide to match your museum's unique needs, wants and abilities. We work hard
and expect you to do the same. Together we can help you transform your museum, your fundraising, and the
community you serve.

Whether your need is in Capital Campaign, Annual Fund Campaign, Major Gifts, Leadership Annual Giving, Planned
Giving or all of the above, we take a fresh approach to nonprofit fundraising.

Our Services

www.fundraisingcounsel.com
info@alexanderhaas.com

Piedmont Place | 3520 Piedmont Place NE, Suite 450 |
Atlanta GA 30305-1512 | 404.525.7575
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